While establishing where to preserve in a world heritage site is critical for heritage protection, management and cultural sustainability, the approach to delineating protection scopes under the integrity principle remains less discussed in literature. This study explores a quantitative approach to evaluating the preservation scopes of the Kaiping Diaolou and Villages (KDVs), a world culture heritage in south China. Diaolous are multiple-story tower dwellings, originally built for defense purposes in the villages of Kaiping, with mixed Chinese and Western architectural styles. We investigate 1629 Diaolous with varying architectural and locational attributes and defensive functions for resisting invasion. We use a GIS-based analysis to identify the boundaries of defensive regions and then categorize them into four types, relying on principal component and clustering analysis. Results suggest that current protection scopes may overlook the spatial organization of Diaolous as a defensive system, failing to consider the cultural value of typology and boundary integrity. The delineation of protection scopes thus need to emphasize functional distribution and organization of historical buildings along with their architectural value.
Introduction
Culture sustainability is an important partition of social sustainability [1] and can even be considered as an additional pillar of sustainability [2, 3] . Growing interests have been placed on the role of culture in sustainable development [4] . Among them, the preservation of cultural heritage has been widely identified as a key to sustain cultural development [5] . Cultural heritage preserves the past cultural landscape to the present and conserves them to the future, thus fostering the sustainable development of civilizations, knowledge and social norms [6] [7] [8] . The conservation of cultural heritage is as essential to cultural sustainability as the protection of ecological resources is to environmental sustainability [7, 9] . For example, landscape or building heritage is perceived as a contribution to physical and visual sustainability, as well as a culturally sustainable component, mixed with the social and cultural viability of landscapes, local identity, and sense of place [10] . As a result, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) [11] considers the protection of cultural heritage assets, by which cultural values and meanings are transferred and sustained, to be a crucial action for cultural sustainability.
Many studies have investigated cultural heritage preservation with major focuses on value recognition, heritage preservation, and heritage utilization (e.g., for tourism) [12, 13] . Among them, heritage, including its social function, structure and vision. Among them, the social function of a heritage site refers to the functions and processes that sustain the development of the heritage over time, including elements such as the heritage's interaction with society, spiritual responses, utilization of natural resources, and movement of people. Identification of these elements in space helps to define the structural integrity; that is, the elemental configuration and features that have survived from its evolution over time. In contrast, visual integrity represents the aesthetic components in the area. Here, both structural and visual integrity focus on the material or physical properties of cultural heritage, while functional integrity mainly reflects the social and cultural significance behind the material properties and their evolution process [22] . For cultural heritages such as buildings, towns, engineering or archaeological sites, the principle emphasizes preserving their own composition and structure to be as intact as possible, as well as their surrounding environment [23] . The environment contains both spatial and temporal properties, often presenting and retaining the influential areas of the heritage and its development process [24] .
Although integrity has become a critical concept for heritage assessment (as important as other principles such as authenticity and OUV), no conclusive operational instructions have been introduced for integrity evaluation. Because of the diversity of heritage types and the uniqueness of each site, it is impractical to develop a unified approach to evaluation [25] . Many studies thus focus on a specific type of heritage and construct analytical frameworks for assessing the cultural value of the specific type from the perspective of integrity [26, 27] . For example, Stovel reconceptualized integrity as the ability of a heritage property to secure or sustain its significance over time, while authenticity is the ability to convey its significance over time. Redefining the two concepts can provide tangible indicators for measuring the significance of cultural heritage including six indices such as wholeness, intactness, material genuineness, genuineness of organization of space and form, continuity of function, and continuity of setting, specific to four types of cultural heritage sites, such as archaeological sites, historic towns, architectural monuments and complexes, and cultural landscapes [27] . According to Stovel, the concept of wholeness represents that a heritage site should include all components showing its OUV features while intactness represents that the physical, social and economic condition of the heritage should be maintained in good shape. For the need of material genuineness, the surviving historic fabric should be protected from city development over time. For the criteria of organization of space and form, the pattern of spatial organization, including the landscape layout, transport (e.g., rail, road, water), and infrastructure systems should be present and legible. Also, the primary historic function of a heritage site should be preserved over time while the current setting should maintain the quality of the setting associated with the OUV in the core area as well as the buffer zone [27] .
Another branch of studies focuses on particular sites of world heritage. For example, Gullino focused on rural landscape sites and the OUV parameter of integrity, by conducting a comparative study of 14 UNESCO rural landscapes selected from the 2011 World Heritage List. By analyzing the historical, rural, and agroecological features of each of the rural sites, the study assesses the integrity by two indicators: one is the historical and ecological parameters as "values to have", while the other is socio-economic and management parameters as "values to maintain" [26] . Also, Zhang and Han (2016) investigated the heritage of the Dujiangyan Irrigation System and found that in order to follow the integrity principle, the value system should consider integrating the complete farmland system, water conservancy system, and corresponding non-material cultural elements, rather than only one aspect as the UNESCO did officially, thus proposing a more complete strategy for protection and management [28] .
Boundary Delineation of the Protection Scopes of Cultural Heritage
How to define and delineate the geographical boundary of the conservation sites of cultural heritage has long been discussed in practice and by academics [15, 16] . The Venice Charter in 1964 by a group of conservation professionals put forward two principles of heritage protection, continuity and integrity, which focus on the protection of the surrounding environment [29] . In 1968, the fifteenth plenary meeting of UNESCO proposed that it is not only necessary to protect cultural relics by legal means, but also to preserve parts that are not specified as cultural relics but closely related to them, because they are not always independent but unified in function or configuration [30] . The concept of a buffer zone thus has appeared in the OGIWHC since 1977, first proposed as "such buffer zones will be a provided with adequate protection" [31] (p. 16). The surrounding environment of a cultural heritage represents the places or geographical contexts close to the heritage which affects its importance and uniqueness or is a component of the heritage [32] . ICOMOS (International Council of Monuments and Sites ) further held a World Heritage and Buffer Conference in 2008, proposing that the buffer zone is not just a secondary area supporting important protected areas, but an equal and inseparable area that is equal to important protected areas [33] . When delineating the buffer zone of a cultural heritage site, it is thus important to consider the complete value contained in the social, economic and cultural aspects in addition to the material or physical attributes delineated by ICOMOS.
Most cultural heritage sites on the World Heritage List have buffer zones. While lacking consistent criteria, most sites rely on topographic lines, such as natural boundaries and administrative boundaries, for delineating the boundary of conservation areas. Some studies adopt a visual control approach to buffer delineation. For example, the protection plan of the St. Paul's Cathedral in the UK outlines the buffer boundary through the sight line between several lookout points and key surface objects. There are three different areas that limit the height of the building in buffer, the building height depending on the height of sight line. A similar approach has been applied in the delineation of the buffer zones of Cologne Cathedral, Germany [34] .
Research Area and Data
Kaiping is a city near the southern center of the Guangdong Province in China. The construction of Diaolous in Kaiping City can be traced back to the Ming Dynasty when the rural settlements needed such buildings to resist bandits and robbers [35] . From the end of the Qing Dynasty to around 1930, Kaiping was a famous hometown of overseas Chinese, and local villagers were relatively wealthy due to a lot of remittances from overseas. The villages were thus vulnerable to be attacked by bandits, and the construction of Diaolous sharply increased in this period for defending against rampant bandits. After the establishment of new China in 1949, no more Diaolous were built because the numbers of bandits significantly decreased, and the villages became safer. The Diaolou landscape thus becomes an important cultural heritage as a defensive settlement in history. Figure 1 shows the geographical distribution of Diaolou buildings and basic geographical elements (e.g., roads, rivers, and village patches) in the Kaiping area, based on the data and materials from the Census of Kaiping Diaolou (2001), the Map of Kaiping Diaolou (2004), and the Kaiping Diaolou Directory (2004). According to the architectural form, many scholars acknowledge that the Diaolou can be divided into three types: Genglou, Zhonglou and Julou, with different investors, users and functional characteristics [36] . Figure 2 shows photo images of the three types of Diaolous. We finally collected and investigated 1629 Diaolous with concrete information for this study, including 162 Genglous, 436 Zhonglous and 1119 Julous. The database of Diaolous are established to include attributes such as name, location, ownership, use and architectural features.
The value of KDVs has been widely discussed in literature, including the architectural form, building material, surrounding village landscape, and defensive function. The architecture integrates Chinese and Western architectural art ingeniously, thus forming a distinctive architectural art [37] . The facade of Diaolous consists of three parts, a neat and succinct facade in the lower floors for defense, a hanging terrace in the middle floors with shooting holes, and a top roof [38] . The lower facade, small windows and shooting holes reflect the defensive function, as shown in Figure 2 . All buildings are consistently designed, with only a few or no windows on the outer wall protected with a metal fence or plate. The patio or atrium is often small with iron fences. Also, four types of building materials are recognized, such as brick, stone, triad and reinforced concrete [39] . The surrounding village landscape is also designed for defense with reticulated roads and dense house complexes [40] . Diaolous are often located at the back of the village, while the ponds and natural water systems are in the front with bamboo forests in the rear and both sides of village edges [41] .
acknowledged as a world cultural heritage by the World Heritage Convention (WHC) since 2007, the spatial organization of Diaolous within and between villages as a defensive system is less discussed in literature and realized in value. In fact, some studies found that the buildings of Julou, Zhonglou and Genglou have different hierarchical defensive missions [42] [43] [44] . Among them, Julous are mainly built to only defend the residents living in the building; its defensive scope is defined as private defense. Zhonglous have a larger defensive scope for an entire village or several families, often defending all or a part of the residents in the village. Its defensive scope is defined as sub-public defense that not only provides private watch, but also a part of public supervision. Genglous serve as a jointly defensive place for several villages with a much larger defensive scope, providing a warning service for all surrounding villages. Its defensive scope is thus the largest as public defense. Thus, the defensive system of KDVs is consisted of three hierarchies: private defense by Julous, subpublic defense by Zhonglous, and public defense by Genglous. While the defensive functions of Diaolou buildings have been widely recognized and acknowledged as a world cultural heritage by the World Heritage Convention (WHC) since 2007, the spatial organization of Diaolous within and between villages as a defensive system is less discussed in literature and realized in value. In fact, some studies found that the buildings of Julou, Zhonglou and Genglou have different hierarchical defensive missions [42] [43] [44] . Among them, Julous are mainly built to only defend the residents living in the building; its defensive scope is defined as private defense. Zhonglous have a larger defensive scope for an entire village or several families, often defending all or a part of the residents in the village. Its defensive scope is defined as sub-public defense that not only provides private watch, but also a part of public supervision. Genglous serve as a jointly defensive place for several villages with a much larger defensive scope, providing a warning service for all surrounding villages. Its defensive scope is thus the largest as public defense. Thus, the defensive system of KDVs is consisted of three hierarchies: private defense by Julous, sub-public defense by Zhonglous, and public defense by Genglous.
Without considering the spatial organization of such a defensive system, the OUV of this world heritage would be underestimated. We thus need to re-evaluate the defensive value of Diaolous by the integrity principle, which suggests fully considering the defensive rationale behind the geographical distributions of various types of Diaolous. However, the primary difficulty is how to spatialize the 
Methodology
The analytical process mainly comprises of three steps. The first is to delineate the boundary of the defensive region of each Genglou. Here, a defensive region is defined as the basic organizational unit of the defensive function of Diaolous. It is defined as an area under the supervision of at least one Genglou building. As mentioned before, the defensive scope of Genglou could cover several villages, much larger than that of other types of Diaolous, such as Zhonglous and Julous. The second step is to classify the defensive regions by their attributes via principal component analysis and clustering analysis. The third step is to evaluate whether the existing core and buffer areas for preservation delimited by the World Heritage Convention (WCH) fully consider the integrity of the spatial organization of defensive systems, relying on both the typology and boundary of defensive regions. Figure 3 shows the calculation process of delineating the areal boundary of defensive regions based on spatial analysis toolkits on the software of ArcGIS 10.4. The first step is to draw the Thiessen polygons of each Genglou in Kaiping to allocate the village space to the nearest Genglou. However, not all the places within a Thiessen polygon can be supervised by the Genglou, because the defensive scope of the Genglou is limited. Thus, in the second step, we need to figure out the largest defensive distance from a Genglou and provide the buffer areas based on the distance. According to the building history of Genglous, a newly-added Genglou often selected a site an "appropriate distance" away from nearby existing Genglous. The "appropriate distance" is identified mainly based on two principles. First, the new Genglou aims to extend the entire defensive scope to the largest extent. Second, there should be an overlap between the defensive scope of the new Genglou and those of other existing Genglous in order to keep all surrounding areas under supervision. Based on these principles, we calculate the linear distance of each Genglou to their nearest neighborhood Genglous in the ArcGIS and visualize them in descending order in Figure 4 . After removing the outliers, the maximum nearest neighbor distance is about 3.6 km, so the largest defensive radius of Genglous is set at 1.8 km. considered as the regions with public-defense function under at least one Genglou's safeguard, while the remaining areas are defined as non-public defense areas which mainly rely on sub-public defense by Zhonglous, private defense by Julous, or no defense due to the lack of settlements there. Step 3 overlaps the Thiessen polygons and the supervision buffers of each Genglou to formulate the draft defensive scopes. However, boundaries of some defensive scopes intersect with the boundaries of village patches. This violates the basic rule that Genglous are often built for guarding at least an entire village. To solve this problem, we use the village boundaries to adjust the defensive scope. Because exact village boundaries in history are difficult to recover, we assume that each location only belongs to its closest village. Again, we identify the boundary of villages based on the Thiessen polygon analysis, as shown in the fourth step. We first extract the mass of each village patch, then draw the Thiessen polygon of all masses, representing the village boundary. Next (in the fifth step), we merge the village area delineated in the fourth step and the defensive scopes delineated in the third step to obtain the adjusted defensive scopes. We realize that there are some Genglous that are symmetrically located at two entrances of a village. We call such Genglous as Zhalou. A pair of Zhalous are so close to each other that their defensive scopes are mostly overlapped. Thus, we identify 12 pairs of Zhalou and combine the defensive region of each pair of Zhalous. Also, the borderline influence of rivers on defensive scopes are regarded: if a river passes through a defensive region, the river shoreline is treated as a new boundary to separate the original defensive scope. Finally, the distribution and boundaries of defensive regions are derived and shown in the sixth step of Figure 3 . There is a total of 150 defensive regions. The areas covered by the defensive regions are considered as the regions with public-defense function under at least one Genglou's safeguard, while the remaining areas are defined as non-public defense areas which mainly rely on sub-public defense by Zhonglous, private defense by Julous, or no defense due to the lack of settlements there. 
Delineating Defensive Regions

Clustering Analysis of Defensive Regions
After spatializing the defensive regions, we continued to figure out the typology of defensive regions by their areal and location attributes, including the numbers of Zhonglous and of Julous, the distance of a Genglou to the nearest road, river, and town center and the terrain difference in height, total area, and the density of village plaque. We first identified 40 defensive regions (Type-1) with one or two Genglous within the defensive regions without any Zhonglous and Julous. Further, the remaining 110 defensive regions were clustered by principal component analysis (PCA) and a hierarchical cluster method. Table 1 provides the detailed description of these features, as well as three principle components derived by the PCA in the SPSS software. The PCA results in three principal components are named as F1, F2 and F3, respectively. Among them, F1 is characterized by a relatively small number of Julous and Zhonglous, a moderate area, a small density of village plaque, and a long distance from a road and town; F2 is characterized by a relatively large number of Julous and Zhonglous, a large area, and a large terrain height difference; F3 is characterized by a relatively large number of Julous but relatively small number of Zhonglous, a small area, and relatively close to a road and town. Based on the principal components, the clustering analysis detects three types of defensive regions. By adding the Type-1 defensive regions, we finally categorize the 150 defensive regions into four groups with various specific features. 
Results
Typology of Defensive Regions
Each defensive region may have a defensive system with three hierarchies of functions, including private defense by Julous, sub-public defense by Zhonglous, and public defense by Genglous, as described in detail previously. Based on different defensive functions, the defensive regions are categorized into four types. Figure 5 shows the spatial distribution and geographical boundaries of the four types of defensive regions, based on PCA and clustering analysis. In sum, the area covered by the four types of defensive regions accounts for 55.7% of the total city area. There are 40 Type-1 defensive regions, 57 Type-2, 57 Type-3, and 6 Type-4 regions.
In Type-1 defensive regions, the Genglou is the unique defensive building providing a safeguard function for the entire village area. No other Diaolous (e.g., Zhonglous or Julous) are built to assist the defensive work. Villagers only rely on the Genglou to supervise and resist invasion. Type-1 defensive regions are mainly scattered in underdeveloped villages near the fringe of the city like at the northwest and south areas, and only a small number of Type-1 regions are located near the central plain area. It appears reasonable that underdeveloped villages have limited ability to constructing Zhonglous and Julous while facing lower risks of bandit attack; the presence of Genglous is enough for regular defense against bandits.
Type-2 defensive regions have a relatively smaller area and significant agglomeration in the developed central plains. This implies that Genglous in Type-2 regions are close to each other, providing joint supervision. Type-2 regions also have a relatively small number of Zhonglous and Julous. It may indicate that the joint warning service of Genglous plays a major role in resisting attacks and even without the supplement of other defenses, these Genglous already meet the basic defensive needs of the villagers. Type-3 defensive regions have relatively larger areas, with many Zhonglous and Julous inside. Since a Genglou serving a larger scope would result in a lower efficiency of safeguard, Zhonglous and Julous are thus needed to fill in to provide some sub-public and private defense functions. Type-3 regions are distributed discretely without much agglomeration. It is worth noting that there is no Type-3 defensive region in the poor areas, such as the northeast mountains, because the construction of Zhonglous and Julous requires certain financial support. Type-4 defensive regions have the smallest areas; Genglous provide a safeguard function within a very small area with the highest efficiency. These regions contain a certain number of Zhonglous and Julous, mainly distributed at those villages close to important roads and vulnerable to bandits. There are only six such regions which all distribute discretely in the central plains. Type-2 defensive regions have a relatively smaller area and significant agglomeration in the developed central plains. This implies that Genglous in Type-2 regions are close to each other, providing joint supervision. Type-2 regions also have a relatively small number of Zhonglous and Julous. It may indicate that the joint warning service of Genglous plays a major role in resisting attacks and even without the supplement of other defenses, these Genglous already meet the basic defensive needs of the villagers. Type-3 defensive regions have relatively larger areas, with many Zhonglous and Julous inside. Since a Genglou serving a larger scope would result in a lower efficiency of safeguard, Zhonglous and Julous are thus needed to fill in to provide some sub-public and private defense functions. Type-3 regions are distributed discretely without much agglomeration. It is worth noting that there is no Type-3 defensive region in the poor areas, such as the northeast mountains, because the construction of Zhonglous and Julous requires certain financial support. Type-4 defensive regions have the smallest areas; Genglous provide a safeguard function within a very small area with the highest efficiency. These regions contain a certain number of 
Evaluating Current Protection Scopes of KDVs Delineated by the WHC
Delineation of current protection scopes and construction control zones of KDVs mainly depends on a Diaolou's agricultural value. Figure 5 shows four sites of existing preservation scope delineated by the WHC, including Zili Villages, Sanmenli Village, Jinjiangli Village, and the Majianglong Village Cluster, as well as their surrounding buffer areas. We perform a kernel density analysis based on the spatial distribution of the Diaolous with first-class architectural value, which is identified by an official document from the Protection and Management Plan on Kaiping Diaolou and Villages 2001. The document divides Diaolous into five categories by historical significance, architectural art value, and actual state, with the first category recognized as first-class, key buildings for protection. As shown in Figure 6 , the Zili Villages area, Jinjiangli Village area and Majianglong Village Cluster area are in the dense areas with high architectural value, and the Sanmenli Village area is delineated mainly to protect the earliest Diaolou, that is, the Yinglonglou Building.
In contrast, Figure 7 shows the types of defensive regions defined in the previous section, overlapped with the four existing conservation zones delineated by the WHC. The conservation zone in the Zili village area includes two Type-4 defensive regions; the Sanmenli village area has a Type-2 and a Type-3 defensive region; the Majianglong village area covers two Type-3 regions; the Jinjiangli village area is in the area without any public defense. Therefore, the existing conservation zones neither consider the integrity of the typology of defensive functions, nor scrutinize the integrity of the boundaries of defensive regions. For example, the existing protection scopes do not cover all types of defensive zones; Type-1 defensive regions are not included. Also, the existing conservation zones of Zili Village, Majianglong Village and Jinjiangli Village cut the integral defensive regions into pieces, breaking the rule of intactness. 
Suggestions for Spatializing the Integrity Principle: Typology and Boundary Integrity
There is a more concrete explanation for the integrity principle in the 2017 OGIWHC: "Integrity is a measure of the wholeness and intactness of the natural and/or cultural heritage and its attributes". This requires that a heritage site includes all necessary elements to express its OUV [45] ; not only the material value, but also the intangible, immaterial value of the heritage site should be considered [15] . It is also requested that the protection scopes should be large enough to ensure a full representation of features and processes of the heritage [45] . Village heritages should include both architectural landscapes and village landscapes, in which both intangible and non-material culture are completely reflected. According to these rules from the integrity principle and the findings of the defensive regions in this study, for spatializing the integrity principle, the delineation of protection scopes of the cultural heritage of KDVs should fully consider both typology integrity and boundary integrity.
Typology integrity represents that all types of features associated with the OUV should be protected. In the case of KDVs, the defensive system has at least four types of defensive regions with different defensive architectural landscapes and village configurations. Since the defensive function and system are key elements of the OUV, the protection scope or conservation zones should fully consider the typology integrity by including the four types of defensive regions. Based on the previous analysis, the Type-1 defensive regions are not selected in current protection scopes. In fact, Type-1 regions are a very specific category in the defensive system, with Genglous only and no Zhonglous and Julous. These regions only rely on the public defense by the Genglous, often distributed in the underdeveloped areas without much economic support for private or sub-public defense from other types of Diaolous. They represent quite a different defensive landscape in comparison with other types of defensive regions, with particular cultural value. Therefore, without adding the Type-1 defensive regions into the protection scopes, the OUV is underestimated and the integrity principle is not fully reflected.
On the other hand, boundary integrity implies that the protection scopes of a heritage site should be large enough to include all features that convey the property's significance. In the case of KDVs, each defensive region is the maximum possible defensive scope of a Genglou, and could be regarded as the basic unit for delineating the protection scopes of the heritage. For meeting the integrity principle, the boundary of the protection scopes and buffer zones should coincide with the boundaries of the defensive regions. Thus, the boundaries of the protection zones of the Zili Village, the Majianglong Village and the Jinjiangli Village should be adjusted according to defensive regions.
Conclusions and Discussion
This study explores a GIS-based clustering approach to evaluating the delineation of protection scopes of a world cultural heritage-the Kaiping Diaolou and Villages (KDVs) in south China. We argue that the current protection scopes (four village areas) delimited by the WHC might only scrutinize the architectural value of Diaolous as defensive buildings for resisting bandits and robbers, but overlook the spatial organization of Diaolous within and between villages as a defensive system. Without considering the defensive system, the OUV of this world cultural heritage would be underestimated.
By comparing the current protection scopes of KDVs delineated by the WHC, our findings discover that the existing scopes at least neglect the Type-1 defensive regions, which only rely on the public defense by Genglous and are mostly distributed in underdeveloped areas without much economic support for private or sub-public defense from other types of Diaolous. Also, current boundaries of the protection scopes do not coincide with the boundaries of defensive regions. These two findings suggest that the delineation of protection scopes of KDVs should fully consider the principle of typology and boundary integrity.
These analyses are instructive for identifying the preservation areas of other buildings and landscape heritages around the world. First, a rigorous analytical approach is needed to assess the typology and boundary of potential protection areas. The GIS-based spatial analysis is a promising tool for detecting the 'rules' of geographical distribution and organization of building and landscape heritages, as found in previous studies [46, 47] . Second, for many existing and potential world cultural heritages, the delineation of protection scopes needs to focus more on the spatial organization, or the functional distribution and organization, of historical buildings, rather than only on their architectural value [15, 45, 47] .
Several limitations remain in this study. First, without much historical data, the boundaries of defensive regions are identified by relying on Thiessen polygon analysis. In the future, we would collect data about village boundaries based on ancient maps and local chronicles, recovering more accurate borders for sustaining boundary integrity. Second, this study mainly focuses on the spatial organization of defensive function since it has been overlooked in past studies. Our future work will combine these spatial-organization and architecture-level defensive features for a better evaluation on typology integrity and element integrity, as well as discussing the protection technology and environmental monitoring system [8] inside and surrounding the Diaolou dwellings, ensuring the delineated protection scopes are technologically feasible and environmentally friendly. Third, more attention should be paid to the non-public defensive areas without the defense of Genglous, but the presence of other types of Diaolous.
